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For example, If a woman wants or needs to org, It will be Illegal to stop her 

from doing the Job without any scientific proof that can proof It Is bad for her 

health or she doesn’t have requirements of this Job. It Is the case that men 

trying to deprive women’ rights. Secondly, in this statute, women cannot get 

the same benefit with men. If men can work more hours than women, then 

they can get more salaries and benefits such as medical insurance. It is 

unfair for women for who wants or need to work. It seems like women get 

advocates of special rights but not equal rights. As America turned to 

industrial employment, the employers just wanted get their benefit 

minimization and forgot woman’s equal rights. In upholding the law, the 

Illinois Supreme Court said that ” Woman’s physical structure and the 

performance of maternal functions place her at a disadvantage in the 

struggle for subsistence. 

” I think what the court said only is correct when woman is doing same 

physical works with man. Of course woman’s strength is not bigger than man

but woman’s power could be bigger than man. For what the Illinois Supreme 

Court said, I hardly can agree with it. Last, it could unfair for man because 

some reasons. 

For instance, men have to work more than ten hours and do more works 

than women in a same factory just because the law prohibited women who 

were employed in factories and other manufacturing facilities from working 

more than 10 hours per day. So men have to get more works than women in 

which should be the same work before the law came out. Fortunately, in 

nowadays, women get equal legal rights with men and legally everybody can

work 8 hours per day, no matter women or men. 
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